Pride in our Place

The Community Strategy for Basingstoke and Deane

2006 - 2016
A strategy for a sustainable community

Why do we have a Community Strategy?
The Community Strategy aims to describe a vision of the Borough we want to be living
in 10 years from now and what is needed to achieve this. It describes how we intend to
deliver social, economic and environmental well-being in a way that is both sustainable and
accessible for all residents of the Borough.

We need a document like the Community
Strategy to help all organisations in
the Borough to align their work. This
will include large corporate bodies
like the Council and Police Service and
small voluntary groups like community
associations and sports clubs. By
agreeing and describing outcomes that we
all agree on we can be sure that we are all
contributing to common goals; helping us
to work together rather than in isolation.
The review of the Community Strategy
in 2006 built on the 2003 strategy and
aims to improve the way we monitor
the progress we make in delivering
the strategy and be much clearer how
organisations are making a contribution.

Our Vision for the
Borough
Basingstoke and Deane will become
famous for social justice, wellbeing and prosperity for all: alert
to its heritage and its responsibility
to improve the built and natural
environment, it will be held up as a
beacon for others to see what can be
achieved with courage and ambition
by talented, welcoming and confident
people working together.

Delivering the
Community Strategy
The Community Strategy is based on
an Outcomes Framework. The
Outcomes Framework challenges us to
answer seven questions.
The Community Strategy and the LSP
provide the framework for bringing
together plans and people to focus
our attention on the key challenges
our Borough will face in the future.
The Community Strategy does
not set out what we will do. The
detailed planning will be provided by
supporting documents.

Key Questions

In order to provide a picture of what
we are doing we will prepare and
routinely review an Actions Summary
document. This will summarise
the actions proposed in the various
documents that support the
Community Strategy.
The Actions Summary will help us be
confident that we are doing what is
necessary to achieve the future the
Community Strategy describes for us.

Outcomes Framework

Where to find the answers

1.

What outcomes do we want to achieve?

2.

How will we know when we have achieved these outcomes?

3.

How will we monitor progress?

Quality of Life Indicators

4.

What is the “story behind the data”?

and Borough Profile

LSP website www.basingstokelsp.org.

5.

What needs to be done? (What works?)

Our Vision for the
Borough

6.

Who are the partners that need to be involved?

7.

How will we deliver?

This pamphlet is a summary of the
Community Strategy. See directions
on inside back cover to request a full
version, or download a copy from the
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Community Strategy

Actions Summary, other
strategy documents and
action plans
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The Six Themes of the Community Strategy
A Safe Borough - Our Borough is a place where people feel safe and at ease.
S1	Residents have increased confidence in feeling safe
S2
Levels of crime are reduced
S3	Levels of antisocial behaviour are reduced
S4
The Borough has a positive self-image
S5	Ways to prevent accidents and crime are routinely considered by all
organisations

A Healthy Borough - In our Borough everyone takes a role in improving
and maintaining good health; and healthy life-styles are promoted.

H1	Access to good health and social care advice, treatment and facilities is
improved for everyone
H2	Homes and communities are improved in ways that reduce causes of
poor health
H3	Health and healthcare for older people is improved
H4	Work-life balance is improved across the community
H5	High levels of participation in cultural and leisure activities are
maintained for all age groups

A Prosperous Borough - Our Borough is a place where people can and
will want to work, and a variety of urban and rural businesses thrive.
P1	Individual and workforce skills are increased
P2	Key workers are attracted to, and retained in, the area
P3	The wider world has a positive image of Basingstoke
P4	Barriers to employment and investment are reduced
P5	The Borough has thriving town centres which contribute to a broad
economic base

An Environment that’s good to live in - People have high quality,

affordable homes and value our Borough as a clean, attractive and varied place to live.
E1	The variety and quality of the built environment is protected, enhanced
and well designed
E2	The diversity and quality of the natural environment is protected and
enhanced
E3	Access to affordable and appropriate housing is improved
E4	Residents can access the services they need without the use of a car
E5	We are effectively using our natural resources and minimising waste and
pollution
E6	Access to the countryside and public open space is improved

A Learning and Creative Borough - Our Borough is a community where

An Inclusive Borough with Strong Communities - Everyone has

L1	Provision for quality early years activities and childcare is increased
L2	Access to a wider range of opportunities for learning and creativity is
increased through improved information, reduced costs and access via a
wide range of locations
L3	Support for adults to improve basic skills is increased
L4	Support for young people is increased through good schools and
colleges and other appropriate learning opportunities
L5	There is an integrated approach to community learning in partnership
with providers and the business community

C1	Levels of deprivation and poor housing at a neighbourhood level are reduced
C2	Communities and individuals are routinely involved in the planning of both the
physical environment and services that affect their lives
C3	Signposting and access to support agencies is improved
C4	Neighbourhoods have strong networks which are accessible to all residents
and help them take responsibility for their communities
C5	There is a thriving voluntary and community sector that benefits the
community
C6 	Diversity is celebrated and discrimination is eliminated

learning opportunities exist for everyone and creativity is encouraged.
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the opportunity to lead their lives the way they want, feel they belong to the
Borough’s communities and can influence decision-making that affects their lives.
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The Local Strategic Partnership (LSP)
The LSP is a system of partnerships. These partnerships, through the
organisations they represent, will play a key role in delivering the Community
Strategy.

Representatives of the partnerships
come together through the LSP
Board. The role of the LSP Board
is to improve collaboration between
partners, help to coordinate activity
and exert influence beyond the
Borough boundaries.

Key Principles of the LSP

The LSP is one of the mechanisms
through which we are all able to come
together to write a document like the
Community Strategy.

We will:

Establishing these principles in
our day to day way of working
will be at the heart of the
work of the LSP.
• Build strong relationships
• Build a common purpose

Key roles in the LSP family:

• Learn through doing

The Board - to advise and influence,
especially beyond the Borough
boundaries

• Meet our responsibilities

Network Partners - to coordinate
activity and advise the Board
Organisations – to identify and
deliver their contribution to the
Community Strategy

• Monitor progress
• Focus on delivery
• Take account of the actions
of others
• Consider the future

How do you find out more
about the LSP and the
Community Strategy?gy
Visit the LSP website:
www.basingstokelsp.org

The LSP website provides details on:
•	LSP Board members – contact
details and a profile of each member
•	The Actions Summary –what we
are doing to deliver the Community
Strategy
•	A Guide to the LSP – More details
on how LSPs work
•	LSP meetings and events– dates,
times, papers and feedback
•	Other partnerships in the LSP family
– what they do and how to contact
them

Contact details for the LSP
Manager and LSP Chair
LSP Manager
01256 845243		
Lsp.manager@basingstoke.gov.uk
LSP Chair
Lsp.chair@basingstoke.gov.uk

For a copy of the full strategy
contact the LSP Manager

.
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The Six Themes of the
Community Strategy
A Safe Borough

Our Borough is a place where people feel safe and
at ease.

A Healthy Borough

In our Borough everyone takes a role in improving
and maintaining good health; and healthy life-styles
are promoted.

A Learning and Creative Borough

Our Borough is a community where learning
opportunities exist for everyone and creativity is
encouraged.

An Economically Prosperous Borough

Our Borough is a place where people can and will
want to work, and a variety of urban and rural
businesses thrive.

An Environment that’s good to live in

People have high quality, affordable homes and value
our Borough as a clean, attractive and varied place
to live.

An Inclusive Borough with Strong Communities
Everyone has the opportunity to lead their lives the
way they want, feel they belong to the Borough’s
communities and can influence decision-making.

www.basingstokelsp.org
12291

